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I have been practicing tea ceremony once a week for about a year. At first, I was worried 

because I couldn’t understand Japanese. I couldn’t understand what my tea teacher explained and I 

couldn’t say what I wanted to. But now, gradually, I have started to understand more, so it’s very fun 
for me to learn tea ceremony. In January I’m going to fill the role of “putting お炭(charcoal) on 

fireplace” at a big New Year’s tea ceremony in January. I’m worried about how I’ll do at the tea 

ceremony, so I’ve been practicing a lot. Recently, “charcoal lingo” has been going around and 

around in my head!  

First, I set the charcoal tools and charcoal in a basket, and then put in a feather duster, 

metal chopsticks and hang a metal ring on the side. Then I press incense into a triangular shape and 
put it into a small jar which is called“お香合”and I set it in the basket. After I do this preparation 

correctly (it’s too difficult!), I get ready to start. I open the tea ceremony room’s door, make a bow 

and say “I’d like you to let me put charcoal on the fireplace” that means the ceremony starts. I think 

that these are the most difficult words for me to say in tea ceremony lingo. Next, I take the basket 

and charcoal powder to the fireplace and sitting in front of the fireplace, I arrange the charcoal tools. 
My tea teacher is always saying “は、かん、ばし、こうごう、かまのふた”,that is how to memorize 

the order for charcoal, so I think it’s easy to remember thanks to her. After I put the iron pot at its 

place, I wipe over with the feather duster around the fireplace. There is a set way to do this, moving 

the feather duster around eight times quickly. When I sprinkle charcoal powder on the fireplace, I 

have to do that very carefully. After wiping around with the feather duster once more, I put the 

charcoal down. I put the biggest charcoal by hand, but I do the rest with metal chopsticks. It’s really 
difficult for me to use the chopsticks,－ when I pick up the charcoal, it feels like handling heavy 

bricks,― but I relieve when I finish this part. After I put the iron pot and other tea tools back, I go 

back to a small kitchen, taking the basket, and then I return to the tea room again for“拝見”When all 

the guests finish looking at“お香合”, then I have to tell the guests about instruments. My 

favorite“お香合” is“葛屋”shape that is made in “ 伊賀焼き”style . At the end I explained the 

kind of incense and where it’s from, so then my job is done! 

I'm a little bit worried about it, but I'm happy that I'll have this " お炭" experience. At 
first, I thought it would be absolutely impossible for me to do all those difficult things, 
but now, I think that I might actually be able to do well. Although I haven't done“お炭” 
yet, I think I'll have more confidence about my Japanese life in the future, because of 
the things I've learned up until now.  

 

 


